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When Kevin called me to his office …
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For all “details” see:



Assume:

- Primitive equations (hydrostatic, shallow atmosphere, ideal gas)
- Assume model top pressure is constant 
- All components of moist air have the same temperature and move with the same horizontal velocity
- Assume that water entering the atmosphere (evaporation, snow drift, sea spray) has same temperature as water 

leaving the atmosphere (dew, liquid and frozen precipitation) DEFINITELY NOT ALWAYS ACCURATE!

Then it can be shown that the following globally integrated total energy equation holds:

Now also assume that the energy equation is valid for grid mean values in the model (QUESTIONABLE 
ASSUMPTION!)

Total energy equation 
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Many models
make these
assumptions:
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Updating water (pressure) in physics





(a) Imbalance for processes not involving falling precip. & evap. (b) Imbalance for falling precip. & evap.



Concluding remarks

● Most global models do NOT rigorously account for processes associated 
with falling precipitation and evaporation in terms of kinetic, potential and 
internal energy 
-> incl. boundary fluxes (in particular, enthalpy flux) improves energy budget massively!
(other processes: frictional heating of falling precipitation, horizontal drag of precipitation, …)

● Being rigorous in terms of monitoring energy conservation forces modelers 
to consider thermodynamic consistency between different 
parameterizations as well as dynamical core! 
(inconsistency between CAM and CLUBB discussed in Lauritzen et al. (2022, in prep))

● For the enthalpy fluxes to be consistent with modern ocean models (e.g. 
MOM6), atmosphere models must use variable latent heats
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